
ISN takes great pride in assembling a team of Cyber Specialist with an extensive background in law enforcement 
who have conducted some of the most complex cyber investigations. They have a solid understanding of the 
ever evolving digital landscape, and are court certified subject matter experts in all things Internet related.  
Combining years of experience with cuttinng edge technology and the best methods for online evidence 
collection, our full service Cyber team will ensure you get the complete picture. 

SOCIAL MEDIA INVESTIGATIONS
■   Meticulous search collection and analysis of publicly viewable content from social media platforms.
■   Essential for various purposes including legal cases, character assessment, alibi verification, civil and criminal trials.
■   Requiring expertise in the various platforms while navigating privacy boundaries and complying with legal  
      regulations in order to extract relevant information.

OPEN-SOURCE INTELLIGENCE (OSINT) INVESTIGATIONS
■   These investigations involve gathering information from publicly available sources such as social media, online databases,   
      and public records.
■   Our OSINT experts analyze digital footprints, track IP addresses, and conduct reverse image searches to uncover relevant  
      data. From Background Screening to in-depth investigations, OSINT plays a pivotal role. 

COVERT / OVERT ONLINE INVESTIGATIONS
■    This specialized service provides our experts with the skills to create and manage online covert identities.
■    We are adept at identifying, tracking and communicating with suspects whilst being mindful of privacy and ethical 
       considerations.

DIGITAL FORENSICS
■    Our expert digital forensic examiners delve into digital evidence found on a variety of devices from computers  to 
       cellphones and smart tablets.
■    They can establishh digital timelines, recover deleted data, extract internet search history and many other  essential tasks.
■    Using specialized software and databases they uncover digital artifacts that provide you with the full picture.

CYBER TRAINING
■    Whether a single or mutli-day course, or a lunch and learn seminar our we can tailor training that suits your needs.
■    Our Cyber Trainers provide current and relevant training in order to help you succeed with your investigations and 
       understand the complexities of today’s digital environment.
           
 

Best People, Best Methods, Best Results
CONTACT US FOR A COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

1-866-790-ISNI (4764)   I    info@isn.ca   I    www.isninc.ca

CYBER INVESTIGATIONS


